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Abstract
Classroom lectures may be very challenging for automatic speech
recognizers, because the vocabulary may be very specific and the
speaking style very spontaneous. Our first experiments using a
recognizer trained for Broadcast News resulted in word error rates
near 60%, clearly confirming the need for adaptation to the specific
topic of the lectures, on one hand, and for better strategies for han-
dling spontaneous speech. This paper describes our efforts in these
two directions: the different domain adaptation steps that lowered
the error rate to 45%, with very little transcribed adaptation mate-
rial, and the exploratory study of spontaneous speech phenomena
in European Portuguese, namely concerning filled pauses.
Index Terms: spontaneous speech recognition, Portuguese.

1. Introduction
The goal of the national project LECTRA is the production of
multimedia lecture contents for e-learning applications. Nowa-
days, the availability on the web of text materials from Univer-
sity courses is an increasingly more frequent situation, namely in
technical courses. Video recording of classes for distance learning
is also a more and more frequent possibility. Our contribution to
these contents (text books, slides, exercises, videos, etc.) will be to
add, for each recorded video, the synchronized lecture transcrip-
tion. We believe that this synchronized transcription may be spe-
cially important for hearing-impaired students. Moreover, the syn-
chronized transcription opens the possibility of browsing through
the audio recordings and the corresponding course material.

From a research point of view, the lecture transcription do-
main is very challenging, mainly due to the fact that we are deal-
ing with spontaneous speech, characterized by strong coarticu-
lation effects, non-grammatical constructions, hesitations, repeti-
tions, filled pauses, etc. [1]. Moreover, for e-learning purposes, a
plain transcription may not be intelligible enough, and may need
”enrichment” with punctuation, capitalization, marking of disflu-
encies, etc. The fact that the lectures are taught in European Por-
tuguese (EP) adds further challenges, because very often the text
material for the course is in English (in fact, that is probably the
most common scenario in computer science and electrical engi-
neering courses in the Technical University of Lisbon). Hence we
have to deal with the problem of very little text material to do do-
main adaptation, a problem which we could not yet counterpart
with a large number of manually transcribed lectures.

Lecture transcription has been the target of much bigger re-
search projects such as the Japanese project described in [2], the
European project CHIL (Computers In The Human Communica-
tion Loop) [3], and the American iCampus Spoken Lecture Pro-
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ing project [4]. In some of these projects, the concept of lec-
is different. Our classroom lectures are almost 90 minutes
, and they involve mostly a single speaker (the teacher) who
to create a very informal atmosphere. This contrasts with the
inute seminars used in [3], where a more prepared speech can

n be found. Unfortunately, as explained, the amount of mate-
for adapting our recognizer to the lecture domain is also very
rent from the very large amounts collected in other projects.

Section 2 summarizes the first task of the project - corpus col-
ion, which started with two very different courses. Section 3
ribes our baseline recognizer and the corresponding results.

tion 4 is dedicated to the adaptation of the recognizer modules
e domain of the 2 courses. The following Section reports on
rent strategies for vocabulary reduction. Section 6 summa-

s our exploratory efforts in terms of dealing with fillers and
disfluencies [5], in particular with filled pauses.

2. Corpora Collection
very different courses have been selected for our pilot study:

entitled ”Economic Theory I” (ETI) and another one entitled
duction of Multimedia Contents” (PMC). The ETI course (17

ses) and the first 6 classes of the PMC course were recorded
a lapel microphone. The last part of the PMC course (14

ses) was recorded with a head-mounted microphone. The two
rding types presented specific problems. The lapel micro-
ne proved inadequate for this type of recordings given the very

frequency of head turning of the teacher (towards the screen
e white board) that caused very audible intensity fluctuations.
use of the head-mounted microphone clearly improved the au-
quality. However, 11% of the recordings were saturated, due
e increase of the recording sound level during the students’

stions, in the segments that were recorded right after them. The
ses had variable duration, ranging from 40 to 90 minutes. Both
essors were male speakers, with Lisbon accent. Table 1 shows
duration of the very limited training, development, and test sets
cted from different classes, and the number of words in each.
ments from students were not transcribed, as most were not
lligible enough, due to the distance to the microphone. These

ents correspond to around 170s in each of the test sets. The
course included very frequent references to mathematical vari-
s and expressions (e.g. P1′). The PMC course, on the other
d, included much computer jargon, usually derived from En-
h (e.g. e-mail, software), and a heavy use of spelt or partially
t acronyms (e.g. http). The computer jargon was generally pro-
nced very close to their English pronunciation, even including
ophones that are not part of the phone inventory for European
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Table 1: Duration and number of words in each manually tran-
scribed set.

ETI PMC
Train. Dev. Test Train. Dev. Test

Duration [min.] 62 46 36 73 52 42
# words 8k 7k 5k 10k 8k 6k

Portuguese [6]. The percentage of technical terms in English in
the PMC test corpus was 2.1%, a fact that will affect the lexical
model, as we shall see below.

In order to adapt the language models to the domain of each
course, we tried to get additional course materials. For the ETI
course, we had a textbook and viewgraphs. Given the extension of
the text book (452k words), we discarded the viewgraphs. For the
PMC course, the textbook was in English. So, in order to train lan-
guage models in Portuguese we only had viewgraphs (25k words),
exam questions (2k words) and student reports (23k words). View-
graphs are typically characterized by specific grammatical con-
structions which clearly differentiates this material from other tex-
tual sources. By analyzing a small set of sentences from the PMC
viewgraphs (around 2k words), the percentage of verbs that was
obtained (9.1%) was much smaller then the one observed in a sim-
ilar set of sentences from PMC reports (17.0%). The percentage of
nouns, on the other hand, was much higher (42.2% in viewgraphs
vs. 27.1% in reports). This different construction will have an
obvious negative impact on the domain adaptation.

3. Baseline Recognizer
Our baseline large vocabulary recognizer was trained for Broad-
cast News (BN) [7]. It uses hybrid acoustic models that try to
combine the temporal modeling capabilities of hidden Markov
models with the pattern classification capabilities of MLPs (Multi-
Layer Perceptrons). The models have a topology where context-
independent phone posterior probabilities are estimated by three
MLPs given the acoustic parameters at each frame. The streams
of probabilities are then combined using an appropriate algorithm.
The MLPs were trained with different feature extraction methods:
PLP (Perceptual Linear Prediction), Log-RASTA (log-RelAtive
SpecTrAl) and MSG (Modulation SpectroGram). Each MLP clas-
sifier incorporates local acoustic context via an input window of
7 frames. The resulting network has a non-linear hidden layer
with over 1000 units and 40 softmax output units (38 phones plus
silence and breath noises). The vocabulary includes around 57k
words. The lexicon includes multiple pronunciations, totaling 66k
entries. The language model was created by interpolating a news-
paper text language model built from over 400M words with a
backoff trigram model using absolute discounting, based on the
training set transcriptions of our BN database (45h). The perplex-
ity (PP) is 139.5. For the BN test set corpus, the out-of-vocabulary
(OOV) word rate is 1.4%, and the average WER (word error rate)
is 31.2% for all conditions, 18.9% for F0 conditions (read speech
in studio), and 35.2% for F1 conditions (spontaneous speech).1

For the ETI and PMC test sets, this BN recognizer achieved

1Computed over the joint evaluation set of the ALERT project, using
automatic segmentation into blocks of sentences from the same speaker.
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ER of 56.4% and 63.6%, which was expected, in view of the
that we are dealing with spontaneous speech recorded in a

sroom, with very specific contents, and the above mentioned
rding problems. The lack of domain adaptation is specially
nt in the high OOV rates and perplexity values obtained for
PMC test set (OOV=3.4%, PP=292.8). For the ETI test set, the
es were much lower (OOV=1.6%, PP=175.0).

4. Domain Adaptation
following subsections describe the adaptation stages to the

ure domain of the lexical, language and acoustic models. We
to make this process as automatic as possible in order to en-
the rapid porting to other course domains.

Lexical Model

most straightforward way of adapting the lexical model was
elect from the text material from the two courses, the vocabu-
to be added to the original 57k BN vocabulary. For the ETI

rse, we selected all the words of the transcribed training ma-
l, plus the words of the text book that occurred more than 5
s. That added 325 new words to the original vocabulary. For

PMC course, we selected all the words of the transcribed and
materials, amounting to 3k new words.

Acronyms and foreign words were very frequent among the
entries: 17.5% in the ETI course and 80.4% in the PMC

rse. Like foreign words, acronyms do not follow the common
con rules, even when they are read, and are characterized by
gh degree of pronunciation variability among native speakers.
adays, we can also find many acronyms in URLs. Hence all

e entries were manually transcribed.

Concerning foreign words, we started by automatically detect-
them in the new entries, by computing the intersection with an
lish lexicon of approximately 118k entries.2 This procedure
followed by phone mapping, excluding xenophones. Multiple
unciations were often adopted, in order to account for the fact
the phone mapping between the English phone inventory and
Portuguese one may not be unique. For instance, the English
ne [ ] can be pronounced either as [ ] (closest symbol in terms
ronunciation) or [ ] (closest symbol in terms of orthography,
e th sequences never occur in EP).

The most frequent OOVs of the ETI test set are references to
hematical variables (33.8%) not included in the textbook.

Language Model

en the scarcity and inadequacy of written training material for
PMC pilot course, building a language model (LM) on that
s alone would give rise to a very high perplexity (256.1) and

rate (8.0%). The best results were hence obtained by inter-
ting the course LM with the one derived from the BN domain.
r several tests, the interpolation coefficient for the new LM
set to around 0.25. The new 3-gram LM was built using the

LM toolkit [8], with modified Knesser-Ney discounting. Be-
interpolation, the WER corresponding to this new model was
%. After interpolation, it decreased to 58.7%. The perplexity
eased to 208.6 and the OOV rate to 1.7%.

For the ETI course, the interpolation of the textbook and the
scribed training lecture with the BN model decreased the WER

http://www.speech.cs.cmu.edu/cgi-bin/cmudict



to 54.3%, corresponding to a perplexity of 148.2. The OOV rate
was practically the same as with the initial BN model.

4.3. Acoustic Model

Although the transcribed training material was also very scarce,
it was worth testing how much one could gain from adapting the
acoustic models to the speaker and classroom environment, with
just one lecture. We tried adapting the acoustic models without
and with language model adaptation. In the first tests, after 3 iter-
ations, the WER was down to 48.0%, for the PMC course and to
45.4% for the ETI course. The WER reduction was hence much
more significant than with language model adaptation alone. In the
second tests, the WER decreased to 44.8% for the PMC course,
and to 44.7% for the ETI course.

5. Vocabulary Reduction
Because of domain mismatch, we expect that a significant num-
ber of words in our initial 57k-word BN vocabulary does not con-
tribute to a reduction of the OOV rate, and may even have a neg-
ative impact due to acoustic confusability. In an effort to reach
a better equilibrium between coverage and acoustic confusability,
we investigated the use of smaller vocabularies (30k and 15k), cho-
sen amongst the most frequent entries of the previous 57k vocab-
ulary, excluding foreign celebrity names that were very domain
dependent. The OOV rate for the BN test corpus almost duplicates
with each reduction (2.4% for 30k, and 5.0% for 15k). OOV val-
ues near 5% were considered too high, so further tests with domain
adaptation were done using the 30k vocabulary only.

The WER achieved with the 30k vocabulary increased slightly
for the BN test set (+1.2%). The interpolation of the corresponding
LMs with the ETI and PMC LMs yielded minor changes in WER
values (44.8% and 44.5%, respectively). The corresponding per-
plexity and OOV values were 145.8 and 1.7% for the ETI course,
and 197.2 and 2.6% for the PMC one. The best interpolation co-
efficient for the LMs of the courses increased (0.47 for PCM), re-
flecting their larger relative weight. When more transcribed mate-
rial becomes available, it will be worth exploring more elaborate
vocabulary selection techniques [4].

In order to compensate the OOV increase caused by the vocab-
ulary reduction, we have also tried to treat clitics as separate uni-
grams. This was motivated by an analysis of the errors that showed
that many correspond to inflected verbal forms (Portuguese verbs
typically have above 50 different forms, excluding clitics), and
gender and number distinctions in names and adjectives. In the BN
domain, 36.6% of the OOV words are verbal forms, and 10.7% are
verbal forms with clitics. In the classroom lecture domain, with-
out adaptation, 39.0% of the OOVs are verbal forms, and 6.1%
are verbal forms with clitics. Our previous attempts at doing some
morphological analysis on verbal forms have not brought any sig-
nificant improvements [9]. In this work, however, we decided to
restrict this analysis to clitics, by treating them as separate uni-
grams in the lexical and language models.

EP cliticization exhibits an alternation between preverbal (pro-
clitic), intraverbal (mesoclitic), and postverbal (enclitic) realiza-
tion. Proclisis does not contribute to the vocabulary. Mesoclisis
does, but it is restricted to future and conditional forms, it is only
represented in 0.06% of the BN vocabulary, and is practically inex-
istent in the lecture domain. Concerning enclisis, in the past, when
defining the vocabulary of the recognizer, our approach has been
to consider such clitics together with the verbal form. Hence, for
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ance, deu, deu-me, and deu-lhes (gave, gave me and gave them,
ectively) were 3 different entries. Altogether, each verbal form
have up to 30 different enclitics, although the vocabulary in-
ed only the most frequent enclitic verbal forms.

For the BN domain, the treatment of enclitic verbal forms as
separate entries yielded a 2.5% reduction in the original vo-
lary size, and a very small OOV reduction (to 1.3%). The
gnizer performance did not change, probably because the orig-
percentage of errors in clitics was very small (0.95%). With

smaller vocabularies, the OOV values did not show any signif-
t changes (2.3% for the 30k vocabulary, and 4.9% for the 15k
). This line of research was not pursued any further, and no

were done in the lecture domain.

6. Filled Pauses
analysis of the main types of recognition errors in the lecture
ain revealed several sources which were common to the BN
ain: disfluencies, severe vowel reduction, OOVs, large vari-

ity of inflected forms, and inconsistent spelling [10]. Other
ortant sources of errors in the lecture domain are tag questions
negative, affirmative and interrogative grunts (e.g. humhum,
, hã). Tag questions, in particular, are fairly frequent in both

rses, given the need felt by the teachers to make sure that the
s was following their presentations. Therefore, the teachers
n invited the students to give feedback by using tag questions

as não é? (isn’t it? - 36 instances in the ETI test set). The va-
of possible phonetic realizations for such a word sequence

asual speech (e.g.[ ], [ ], [ ]) coupled with the vir-
non-representativeness of such examples in the written corpus
es them very difficult to be recognized. A similar problem was
d for discourse markers, the most typical one being portanto

’ - 104 instances in the ETI test set), pronounced mostly in very
ced forms.

Disfluencies, however, assume a particular importance. The
uency rate (one in every 10 words, for PMC) is higher than
one cited in [1] and is a frequent cause for error bursts (only
% of the errors in PMC occurred in isolation). Since filled

ses (FPs) are by far the most common disfluency type in our
us, our analysis concentrated on them.

Given that FPs are not random events outside the control of the
ker, but appear to have different forms from language to lan-

ge and a systematic contextual distribution ([1][12][13]), we
ed at contributing to the establishment of their inventory and
rmining the locations in which they were more likely to occur
EP. They were transliterated using “%” as the first character,
(i) a sequence of two graphemes representing vowels if they
d as a vowel-like segment only; (ii) ’mm’ if they sounded as
sal murmur only; (iii) a combination of those, if both types
ocalization were present. Only three different vocalizations
e found: ’%mm’ (3.4%), ’%aa’ (90.4%) and ’%aamm’ (5.2%),
re ’%aa’ represents a vowel-like segment close to the mid cen-
vowel [ ]. This confirms previous observations for other EP
ora, namely those of [11] based on high school classroom pre-
ations (4.4%, 78.5% and 17.1%, respectively). A further com-
son with [11] also shows consistent trends in the distribution
ese three types of vocalization: ’%aamm’ generally occurs at

or intonational phrase boundaries, forms a prosodic constituent
ts own, and is most often associated with large following silent
ses as well as with discourse topic changes. Instead, ’%mm’
a clitic behavior, occurring only as a coda of disfluent prolon-



gations. ’%aa’ - which is by far the most frequent FP - also tends
to form an intonational constituent on its own (57.8%) and may
be used instead of ’%aamm,’ (17.4%). It may occur, however, in
a much wider variety of contexts: it is the most likely FP form at
minor intonational phrase boundaries (95.5% of %aa vs 4.5% of
%aamm) and the most common inside complex disfluent sequen-
cies (89.3% of %aa and 10.7% of %mm). Such results partially
agree with the ones presented in [12] concerning the English uh
and um respectively, supporting the hypothesis that FPs are con-
ventional forms, under the speaker control, and thus consistently
used to signal either minor or major delays in speaking.

This could explain, at least in part, the different frequency
distribution of the 3 FP forms found in [11], which show that
’%aamm’ is more likely to occur in prepared non-scripted pre-
sentations (16.4%) than in really spontaneous ones (0.7%). This
explanation may also account for the differences observed be-
tween the high school and the PMC teachers (13,2% and 6.2%,
respectively), as the latter classes include longer stretches of non-
prepared speech. Further evidence in favor of this hypothesis may
eventually be given by the fact that in the parts of the teacher’s
prepared presentations which have slide visual support, instances
of ’%aamm’ are not observed and ’%aa’ forms may be very short
(around 40-50 ms). This hypothesis must be further tested by ana-
lyzing additional transcribed material.

Unlike the speakers in [11], the PMC teacher makes frequent
short pauses at the beginning or middle of prosodic phrases, which
do not result in an interruption of F0 general contour, nor trig-
ger a complete repair of that phrase. As those instances of ’%aa’
are very similar in duration and spectral characteristics to the EP
preposition, determiner and pronoun a ([ ]), serious mismatches
may occur, in contexts where ’%aa’ is not recognized as FP and
these homophonous counterparts are not predicted by the LM.

Given the current very high percentage of errors that can be
attributed to misrecognized FPs, we hope that the results of this
analysis, besides contributing to a better understanding of the role
of FPs in European Portuguese may also be important for building
more adequate LMs.

7. Conclusions and Future Work

This pilot study with lecture transcription allowed us to learn valu-
able lessons in terms of recording protocols, and validated the well
known importance of large quantities of textual and manually tran-
scribed material for training language and acoustic models. De-
spite the limited resources, our domain adaptation efforts yielded
a significant (although not sufficient) WER reduction, which mo-
tivated the test of different strategies for vocabulary selection.

The fact that a significant percentage of the recognition errors
occurs for function words (45.1%) lead to us believe that the cur-
rent performance, although too bad in terms of transcription, may
be good enough for indexation purposes. Hence, we plan to in-
clude indexation capabilities in our lecture browser application.

As this is our first project on spontaneous speech recognition
for EP, the research challenges are enormous, in terms of strategies
for dealing with disfluencies [14] [15], for introducing punctuation
and capitalization, and for producing a surface rich transcription
[16] that would be more intelligible for hearing impaired students.
This is in fact our ultimate goal, given the demands that we cur-
rently have from students with progressive hearing disabilities.
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